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Abstract–FFT and IFFT algorithm plays an important role in design of digital signal processing. This paper describes
the design of Decimation in Time-Fast Fourier Transform (DIT-FFT). The proposed design is a novel 16 bit word
length processor, which is implemented with radix-2, based 8 point FFT. This approach reduces the multiplicative
complexity which exists in conventional FFT implementation. For the number representation of FFT fixed point
arithmetic has been used. The design is implemented using Verilog HDL language.
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I.
Introduction
FFT and IFFT commonly used algorithm for processing signals. It can be use for WLAN, image process,
spectrum measurements, radar and multimedia communication services. Now a days, FFT processor used in wireless
communication system should have fast execution and low power consumption. These are the most important constraints
of FFT processor. Complex multiplication is main arithmetic operation used in FFT/IFFT blocks. This is the main issue
in processor. It is time consuming and it consumes a large chip area and power. When large point FFT is to be design it
increases the complexity [3]. To reduce the complexity of the multiplication, there are two methods one simple method is
to real and constant multiplications take the place of complex multiplication. The other method is non-trivial complex
multiplication is wipe out by the twiddle factors and fulfils the processing with no complex multiplication.
In theoretical explanation of FFT, input given to FFT is normally is in floating point format. For implementing
FFT implementation block called floating point arithmetic is not feasible. Creating block of floating point arithmetic is
itself being complex. We will omit this and for the number representation a fixed point scheme is used. Floating point
arithmetic is not required because order of magnitude of the input and the output of the FFT are similar. By using fixed
point we are rounding off the numbers.
The algorithm is divided into time based (DIT) and frequency based (DIF) Fast Fourier algorithms. DIT-FFT
orders the data from bit reversal order to normal order, whereas DIF-FFT is converse. DIF-FFT is easier to design than
DIT FFT. FFT algorithm can be implemented with radix 2 or radix 4.In our work we have designed it in radix-2 format.
The basic idea of these algorithms is to divide the N-point FFT into smaller ones until two point FFT is obtained. Hence
the algorithm is called radix-2 algorithm.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II explains details of Discrete Fourier transform.
Section III describes radix 2 DIT FFT algorithm, fixed point number representation and complex multiplication. Section
IV presents simulation result, design summary. Last section concludes the design.
II.
Discrete Fourier Transform
The Fourier transform is mathematical method of changing time representation of signal into frequency
representation. It transforms one function from time domain to frequency domain.[2]. The DFT of a input sequence x[n]
can be computed using the formula given by equation 1
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Where, is twiddle factor?X(n) is the input sequence. X(k) is the k the harmonic[3].
IDFT
It is inverse Discrete Fourier Transform. It is exactly reverse of that of DFT. The N-point IDFT with {n ∈ Z | 0 ≤ n ≤ N −
1} is given by equation 2
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Equation 3 decomposes into two sums
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f1(m) and f2 (m) are inverse Fourier transform of F1(m) and F2(m). This structure is recursive. This is well known as
IFFT which is presented by Cooley and Tukey in 1965[1][5]. Twiddle factor is a complex multiplicative as root of unity
constant in FFT algorithm. In the practical implementation we need to put input as a real value which is in time domain
to reduce the complexity. FFT is computational algorithm to implement DFT of samples where N is length of the
samples.
III.
A Radix 2 Dit – Fft Algorithm
Flow graph for DIT- FFT decomposition for 8 point is shown in the fig 1.

Figure 1: 8 Point DIT-FFT [1]
A. Butterfly Unit
The basic module for implementation is butterfly module which is shown in the fig 2.

Figure 2 : Butterfly Unit [1]
There are two inputs called a , b and two outputs c , d and twiddle factor W. Output is as shown in equation ( 7 )
and ( 8 ).
C= a+bW
(7)
D = a – bW
(8)
With these butterfly unit we can built whole FFT structure[1]. If N is the input for FFT then stages are required,
each stage requires N/2 butterflies. As we can see from above fig that one butterfly unit requires 1 complex multiplier
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and 2 adders for executing single butterfly. For every DIT-FFT radix – 2 algorithm with N input sequence requires N/2
multipliers and N adders[2].
B. Number representation
For number representation of both real as well as imaginary fixed point scheme is followed so that we can
reduce the complexity of using floating point arithmetic. The twiddle factor used are in complex form real and imaginary.
To represent this number we are multiplying these numbers by scaling factor which is where s N. So that twiddle factor
is rounded up in integer number. For complex multiplication we require twiddle factor magnitude and sign bit so s+1 bit
are required to represent twiddle factor. As the input given to the design is can also be in in floating form then we can
apply the same scheme of rounding up input in the integer. As we are scaling up the input or twiddle factor we have to
scale down the signals at the output and we have to accept some rounding errors. Simple way for scaling down is by
multiplying or using shifting operation. It is as simple as we are multiplying one no with something and dividing the
same number we will get the original number[1].
C. Complex Multiplier
Most tedious part in IFFT is the complex multiplication. Therefore we need correct solution for executing
complex multiplication. Complex numbers are divided into two parts real and imaginary. Say ar +jb is a complex number
which is again multiplied by complex number cr +jd.
ar + jb
(9)
cr + jd
( 10 )
Multiplying these equations we will get [2]
( ac - bd) + j (bc + ad)
(11)
Another method for complex multiplication is shift and add for nontrivial twiddle factor multiplication. In radix2 8 point FFT algorithm, the twiddle factor multiplication with W82 =-j and factors is trivial, multiplication with easily
can be done by exchanging real to imaginary part and vice versa,by changing the sign of real and imaginary numbers[3].
For other twiddle factor we require complex multiplication. In the case of 8 point FFT non trivial twiddle factors
W81 = 0.707 − j0.707 ,W83 = −0.707 − j0.707 , these both twiddle factors have 0.707 number common in it. Because
of this fashion we can easily reduce the multiplicative complexity. Proposed work is done with only two complex
multiplications.
IV.
Simulation Results
The Verilog code has been successfully simulated on ModelSim ALTERA(version 6.3g_p1) Quartus II 8.1 and
synthesized using Xilinx ISE (version 13.2). This is verified with MATLAB code for FFT.There are total 8 inputs all are
in the real and imaginary part represented as ir and ii i.e. real input and imaginary input as shown in figure 3 and outputs
are shown with names otr and oti as real and imaginary parts of output. At the positive edge of clock output is generated
as shown in figure 4.

Figure 3 Test bench input for FFT

Figure 4 Test bench output for FFT
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Design summary for this design is given in figure 5

Timing Summary for the same design is given below
Minimum period: 6.528ns (Maximum Frequency: 153.175MHz)
Minimum input arrival time before clock: 1.535ns
Maximum output required time after clock: 0.645ns
V.
Conclusion
In this paper, a novel 8-point DIT-FFT processor is implemented using radix-2. This helps in reducing the
complex multiplication. This paper also describes how to avoid floating point arithmetic for implementation of FFT. In
future, the work can extended to the N bit variable input signals. The implemented design can be used as a basic block
for further computation. The pipelined architecture can also be added to FFT for providing fast and better performance.
The proposed processor can be integrated with other components which can be used as a stand-alone processor for many
applications.
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